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Abstract 

Block matching (BM) motion estimation plays a very important role in video coding. In a 

BM approach, image frames in a video sequence are divided into blocks. For each block in 

the current frame, the best matching block is identified inside a region of the previous frame, 

aiming to minimize the mean square error (MSE). Unfortunately, the MSE evaluation is 

computationally expensive and represents the most consuming operation in the BM process. 

Therefore, BM motion estimation can be approached as an optimization problem, where the 

goal is to find the best matching block within a search space. Recently, several fast BM 

algorithms have been proposed to reduce the number of MSE operations by calculating only 

a fixed subset of search locations at the price of poor accuracy. The parallel cat swarm 

optimization (PCSO) & enhanced parallel cat swarm optimization (EPCSO)   methods are an 

optimization algorithms designed to solve numerical optimization problems under the 

conditions of a small population size and a few iteration numbers.  In this paper, a new 

algorithm based on Hybrid Cat Swarm Optimization (HCSO) is proposed to reduce the 

number of search locations in the BM process. In proposed algorithm, the computation of 

search locations is drastically reduced by adopting a fitness calculation strategy which 

indicates when it is feasible to calculate or only estimate new search locations. Conducted 

simulations show that the proposed method achieves the best balance over other fast BM 

algorithms, in terms of both estimation accuracy and computational time and find the optimal 

solutions in a very short time. 

Keywords: Fitness Approximation, Block matching algorithms, Cat swarm optimization, 

Average-Inertia Weighted CSO, parallel cat swarm optimization (PCSO), hybrid structure of 

cat swarm optimization (HCSO) 

1. Introduction 

The moving object tracking in video pictures has attracted a great deal of interest in 

computer vision, The aim of object tracking and detection is to establish a correspondence 

between objects or object parts in consecutive frames and to extract temporal information 

about objects such as trajectory, posture, speed and direction. Tracking detected objects frame 

by frame in video is a significant and difficult task [1]. 

Motion Estimation (ME) is an important part of video tracking system, since it can achieve 

significant compression by exploiting the temporal redundancy that commonly exists in a 

video sequence. Several ME methods have been studied seeking for a complexity reduction at 

video coding such as block matching (BM) algorithms, parametric-based models [2], optical 

flow [3] and percussive techniques [4]. Among such methods, BM seems to be the most 

popular technique due to its effectiveness and simplicity for both software and hardware 

implementations [5]. In order to reduce the computational complexity in ME, many BM 
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algorithms have been proposed and employed at implementations for several video 

compression standards such as MPEG-4 [6] and H.264 [7].In BM algorithms, the video 

frames are partitioned into non overlapping blocks of pixels. Each block is predicted from a 

block of equal size in the previous frame. In particular, for each block at the current frame, 

the algorithm aims for the best matching block within a search window from the previous 

frame, while minimizing a certain matching metric such as sum of absolute differences 

(SAD), Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) which is given by 

equation (1). 

𝑀𝑆𝐸(𝑖, 𝑗) =
1

𝑀𝑁
∑  𝑁−1

𝑛=0 ∑ [𝑆𝑐(𝐼 + 𝑛, 𝐽 + 𝑚)𝑀−1
𝑚=0 − 𝑆𝑝(𝐼 + 𝑛 + 𝑖, 𝐽 + 𝑚 + 𝑗)]²                (1) 

where Sc(I+n, J+m,) and Sp (I+n+i, J+m+j) are the pixels value in the current and 

previous frames, M×N is the size of block, (I, J) represents the coordinates of the upper left 

corner pixel of the current block and (i,j) is the displacement that is relative to current block 

located at (I,J).The best matching block thus represents the predicted block, whose 

displacement from the previous block is represented by a transitional motion vector (MV) as 

seen in Figure 1. 
 

 

Figure 1. Block Matching Concept 

Computational intelligence is a hot research topic and many related algorithms have been 

proposed in recent years, these algorithms generally were being proposed to solve the 

optimization problems. Some of these optimization algorithms were developed based on 

swarm intelligence by simulating the intelligent behavior of animals and The idea of 

computational intelligence may come from observing the behavior of creatures, like Ant 

Colony Optimization (ACO) which imitate the behavior of ants, Particle Swarm Optimization 

(PSO) which imitate the behavior of birds, and the recent finding, Cat Swarm Optimization 

(CSO) which imitate the behavior of cats. . The number of its successful applications is 

growing in clustering [8], networks [9-10], solving multi-objective problems [11], image edge 

enhancement [12], object tracking [13] 

Chu, Tsai, and Pan studied the behavior of the cats and modeled their behavior to introduce 

a novel optimization algorithm [14-15].Based on their studies they suggested that cats have 

two modes of behavior: seeking mode and tracing mode. They notice that cat spends most of 

the time when they are awake on resting. While they are resting, they move their position 

carefully and slowly. This mode of behavior is called seeking mode. In the tracing mode, a 

cat moves according to its own velocities for every dimension. The performance of CSO 

algorithm was compared to that of different heuristic techniques .it is found that, the 

convergence speed of CSO is significantly better than that of DE [16], PSO [17], and 
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evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [18-19].it is found that, CSO is the best performing algorithm 

as it finds the lowest fitness value for the most of the problems considered in that study. 

So in this paper, a new modified CSO was proposed in order to order to improve the 

performance and achieve better convergence in less iteration. This proposed algorithm 

enhanced the operations of two modes therefore enhancement the core work of CSO. First 

enhancement in trace mode by adding a new parameter (inertia weighted) to the position 

equation as an inertia weight that extracted from Average-Inertia Weighted CSO algorithm 

(AICSO), therefore a new form of the velocity equation will be obtained,  and applied the 

concept that based on cats’ cooperation and competition that clear in a parallel cat swarm 

optimization PCSO algorithm. 

Second enhancement by adopting the fitness calculation strategy into the in seeking mode 

process of the HCSO method, so the produced algorithm has better accuracy and less 

computational time and successfully been used for solving optimization problems. 

Finally the overall paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes studies that are 

related to the proposed algorithm. In Section 3 holds a brief description about the CSO 

algorithm. Section 4 provides backgrounds about CSO movement. Section 5 provides brief 

review to the parallel cat swarm optimization and Section 6 presents the idea of Average-

Inertia Weighted CSO. Section 7 provides brief review to Fitness approximation method 

while Section 8 exposes the final BM algorithm as a combination of CSO adopted with 

Fitness approximation method. Section 9 demonstrates experimental results for the proposed 

approach over tested sequences and some conclusions are drawn in Section 10. 

 

2. Related Work 

Enhancement the cat swarm optimization is an important topic in soft computing and it has 

been studied for several decades. In this section some studies that related to proposed 

algorithm have been summarized below: 

Yan Zhang and Yide Ma [20] present a variation on the standard CSO algorithm called a 

vibration mutation cat swarm optimization, or VMCSO in order to efficiently increase 

diversity of the swarm in the global searches. Comparing the new algorithm with CSO and 

several CSO main variants demonstrates the superiority of the VMCSO for the benchmark 

functions. 

Yuanmei Wen and Yanyu Chen [21] apply support vector machine (SVM) model with 

modified parallel cat swarm optimization (MPCSO) to forecast next-day cooling load in 

district cooling system (DCS). By extracting the Eigen value of the input historical load data, 

principal component analysis (PCA) algorithm is used to reduce the complexity of the data 

sequence. Thus, the proposed model is effective and applicable to cooling load forecasting. 

Maysam Orouskhani, Mohammad Mansouri , and Mohammad Teshnehlab [22] propose a 

new algorithm of CSO namely, Average-Inertia Weighted CSO (AICSO). For achieving this, 

they added a new parameter to the position update equation as an inertia weight and used a 

new form of the velocity update equation in the tracing mode of algorithm. Experimental 

results using Griewank, Rastrigin and Ackley functions demonstrate that the proposed 

algorithm has much better convergence than pure CSO. 

Dudy Lim, Yaochu Jin, Yew-Soon Ong and Sendhoff, B. [23] focus their research issue is 

with the choice of modeling scheme used, which has been found to affect the performance of 

evolutionary search significantly. Given that theoretical knowledge available for making a 

decision on an approximation model a priori is very much limited, this paper describes a 

generalization of surrogate-assisted evolutionary frameworks for optimization of problems 

with objectives and constraints that are computationally expensive to evaluate. 
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Pei-Wei Tsai and Cheng-Wu Chen [24] study the concept of four swarm intelligence 

methods, including Bat Algorithm (BA), Evolved Bat Algorithm (EBA), Cat Swarm 

Optimization (CSO), and Parallel Cat Swarm Optimization (PCSO) are given in a 

comprehensive way. The objective of this review is to provide a brief introduction for new 

researchers to the swarm intelligence research field. 

Pei-wei tsai, Jeng-Shyang Pan, Shyi-Ming Chen and Bin-Yih Liao [25] investigates a 

parallel structure of cat swarm optimization (CSO) calls it parallel cat swarm optimization 

(PCSO). In the experiments, compare particle swarm optimization (PSO) with CSO and 

PCSO can be done. The experimental results indicate that both CSO and PCSO perform well. 

Moreover, PCSO is an effective scheme to improve the convergent speed of cat swarm 

optimization in case the population size is small and the whole iteration is less. 

Pei-wei tsai, Jeng-Shyang Pan, Shyi-Ming Chen and Bin-Yih Liao [26] present an 

enhanced parallel cat swarm optimization (EPCSO) method for solving numerical 

optimization problems. The parallel cat swarm optimization (PCSO) method is an 

optimization algorithm designed to solve numerical optimization problems under the 

conditions of a small population size and a few iteration numbers. The Taguchi method is 

widely used in the industry for optimizing the product and the process conditions. By 

adopting the Taguchi method into the tracing mode process of the PCSO method, they 

propose the EPCSO method with better accuracy and less computational time.  

Y. S. Ong, K. Y. Lum and P. B. Nair [35] present an evolutionary algorithm hybridized 

with a gradient-based optimization technique in the spirit of Lamarckian learning for efficient 

design optimization and employ local surrogate models that approximate the outputs of a 

computationally expensive Euler solver. 
 

3. Cat Swarm Optimization (CSO) 

Swarm Intelligence (SI) is a novel artificial intelligence approach inspired by the swarming 

behaviors of groups of organisms such as ants, termites, bees, birds, fishes in foraging and 

sharing the information with each other. SI focuses on the collective intelligence of a 

decentralized system consisting of a group of organisms interacting with each other and their 

environment. So, by means of their collective intelligence swarms are able to effectively use 

their environment and resources. SI is also a mechanism that enables individuals to overcome 

their cognitive limitations and solve problems which are difficult for individuals to resolve 

alone. Swarm intelligence algorithms are essentially stochastic search and optimization 

techniques and were developed by simulating the intelligent behavior of these organisms. 

These algorithms are known to be efficient, adaptive, robust, and produce near optimal 

solutions and utilize implicit parallelism approaches [14].  

One of the more recent optimization algorithm based on swarm intelligence is the Cat 

Swarm Optimization (CSO) algorithm. The CSO algorithm was developed based on the 

common behavior of cats. It has been found that cats spend most of their time resting and 

observing their environment rather that running after things as this leads to excessive use of 

energy resources. To reflect these two important behavioral characteristics of the cats, the 

algorithm is divided into two sub-modes and CSO refers to these behavioral characteristics as 

―seeking mode‖ and ―tracing mode‖, which represent two different procedures in the 

algorithm. Tracing mode models the behavior of the cats when running after a target while 

the seeking mode models the behavior of the cats when resting and observing their 

environment [15]. Furthermore, previous researches have shown that the CSO algorithm has a 

better performance in function minimization problems compared to the other similar 

optimization algorithms like Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and weighted-PSO [27].Cat 

http://link.springer.com/search?facet-author=%22Y.+S.+Ong%22
http://link.springer.com/search?facet-author=%22K.+Y.+Lum%22
http://link.springer.com/search?facet-author=%22P.+B.+Nair%22
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Swarm Optimization algorithm has two modes in order to solve the problems which are 

described below: 
 

3.1. Seeking Mode: Resting and Observing 

For modeling the behavior of cats in resting time and being-alert, we use the seeking mode. 

This mode is a time for thinking and deciding about next move. This mode has four main 

parameters which are mentioned as follow: Seeking memory pool (SMP), seeking range of 

the selected dimension (SRD), counts of dimension to change (CDC) and self-position 

consideration (SPC)[26]. The process of seeking mode is describes as follow: 

Step1: Make j copies of the present position of catk, where j = SMP. If the value of SPC is 

true, let j = (SMP-1), then retain the present position as one of the candidates.  

Step2: For each copy, according to CDC, randomly plus or minus SRD percent the present 

values and replace the old ones.  

Step3: Calculate the fitness values (FS) of all candidate points. 

Step4: If all FS are not exactly equal, calculate the selecting probability of each candidate 

point by (2); otherwise set all the selecting probability of each candidate point is 1. 

Step5: Randomly pick the point to move to from the candidate points, and replace the 

position of catk. 

𝑃𝑖 =
|SSEi − SSEmax|

SSEmax − SSEmin
                    (2)   

If the goal of the fitness function is to find the minimum solution, FSb = FSmax, otherwise 

FSb = FSmin  

 

3.2 Tracing Mode: Running After a Target 

Tracing mode is the second mode of algorithm. In this mode, cats desire to trace targets 

and foods. The process of tracing mode can be described as follow: [28] 

Step1: Update the velocities for every dimension according to (3).  

Step2: Check if the velocities are in the range of maximum velocity. In case the new velocity 

is over-range, it is set equal to the limit.  

Vk,d= Vk,d +r1c1(Xbest-Xk,d)      (3) 

Step 3: Update the position of cat k according to (4).  

Xk,d = Xk,d + Vk,d                    (4) 

Xbest,d is the position of the cat, who has the best fitness value, Xk,d is the position of catk , c1 

is an acceleration coefficient for extending the velocity of the cat to move in the solution 

space and usually is equal to 2.05 and r1 is a random value uniformly generated in the range 

of [0,1]. 
 

4. CSO Movement = Seeking Mode + Tracing Mode 

When applying the CSO algorithm to solve optimization problems, the initial step is to 

make a decision on the number of individuals or cats to use. Each cat in the population has 

the following attributes: 

a) A position made up of M dimensions; 

b) Velocities for each dimension in the position; 

c) A fitness value of the cat according to the fitness function; and 

d) A flag to indicate whether the cat is in seeking mode or tracing mode. 

The CSO algorithm keeps the best solution after each cycle and when the termination 

condition is satisfied, the final solution is the best position of one of the cats in the population. 

CSO has two sub-modes, namely seeking mode and tracing mode and the mixture ratio MR 
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dictates the joining of seeking mode with tracing mode. To ensure that the cats spend most of 

their time resting and observing their environment, the MR is initialized with a small value. 

The CSO algorithm can be described in 6 steps as presented in [25]: 

Step 1: Create N cats in the process.  

Step 2: Randomly sprinkle the cats into the M-dimensional solution space and randomly give 

values, which are in-range of the maximum velocity, to the velocities of every cat. Then 

haphazardly pick number of cats and set them into tracing mode according to MR, and the 

others set into seeking mode.  

Step 3: Evaluate the fitness value of each cat by applying the positions of cats into the fitness 

function, which represents the criteria of our goal, and keep the best cat into memory. Note 

that the position of the best cat (xbest) will be remembered because it represents the best 

solution so far.  

Step 4: Move the cats according to their flags, if catk is in seeking mode, apply the cat to the 

seeking mode process, otherwise apply it to the tracing mode process.  

Step 5: Re-pick number of cats and set them into tracing mode according to MR, then set the 

other cats into seeking mode.  

Step 6: Check the termination condition, if satisfied, terminate the program, and otherwise 

repeat Step 3 to Step 5. 

The frame work of CSO is shown in Figure 2 below: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2: CSO framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The Flowchart of CSO Algorithm 
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5. Parallel Cat Swarm Optimization (PCSO) 

Tsai et al., [25] have proposed the parallel cat swarm optimization (PCSO) method for 

solving optimization problems. The basic idea of the PCSO method utilizes the major 

structure of the cat swarm optimization (CSO) method proposed by Chu et al. [15]. The CSO 

method has two modes, i.e., the seeking mode and the tracing mode, for simulating the 

behaviors of cats to move the individuals in the solution space. By adjusting the parameter 

MR, the ratio of individuals moved by the seeking process and the tracing process can be 

controlled, where MR 2 [0, 1]. Some methods for splitting a population into several sub-

populations to construct a parallel structure have been presented, such as the parallel genetic 

algorithm [31], the ant colony system with communication strategies [32] and the parallel 

particle swarm optimization algorithm with communication strategies [33]. Each of the sub-

populations evolves independently and shares the information they have occasionally. It 

results in the reducing of the population size for each sub-population and the benefit of 

cooperation is achieved. 

In the PCSO method, the individuals are separated into a predefined number of groups in 

the initial process to construct the virtual parallel space for the individuals. If we let the 

predefined number of groups be equal to 1, then the PCSO method becomes the CSO method 

due to the fact that there is only one group. The individuals in the same group provide a local 

near best solution for their group in every generation, and the global near best solution found 

so far can be discovered by comparing the local near best solutions collected from the parallel 

groups. The individuals in a group can only access the near best solution discovered by their 

own group, but when the process of information exchanging is applied, the parallel groups 

can receive a near best solution from another randomly picked group. The difference between 

the PCSO method and the CSO method is described as follows. At the beginning of the PCSO 

method, N individuals are created and then they are separated into G groups. The calculation 

of the PCSO method in the tracing mode is different from that of the CSO method and there 

exists an information exchanging process. The parallel cat swarm optimization (PCSO) 

method is an optimization algorithm designed to solve numerical optimization problems 

under the conditions of a small population size and a few iteration numbers 

 

5.1. Parallel Tracing Mode Process 

Since the virtual cats are divided into isolated groups, they can be treated as groups of 

small-scale CSO clusters. Agents in different clusters should only share their own near best 

solution. Thus, in the parallel tracing mode process has the following steps: 

Step 1: Update the velocities for every dimension vk,d(t) for the catk at the current iteration, 

according to Eq. (5): 

Vk,d= Vk,d(t-1) +r1c1(Xlbest,d (t-1) - Xk,d(t-1)), d=1,2,…….,M                   (5) 

Where Xlbest,d denotes the coordinates of the near best solution in one cluster. 

Step 2: Check whether the velocities are in the range of maximum velocity. The new velocity 

is bounded to the maximum velocity in case the new velocity is over-range. 

Step 3: Update the position of catk according to Eq. (6): 

                                                                   Xk,d = Xk,d(t-1)  + Vk,d            (6) 
 

5.2. Information Exchanging Process  

In the information exchanging process, the near best solutions may have change to be 

copied into different clusters. A parameter called ECH is defined to trigger off the 

information exchanging process. Hence, in PCSO, the information exchanging process is 

involved every ECH iterations. This process can be described in 3 steps: 
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Step 1:  Sort the virtual cats for every cluster by their fitness values.  

Step 2: Randomly pick a near best solution from all clusters and replace the virtual cat, which 

has the worst fitness value in the cluster. But the near best solution and the virtual cat should 

not come from the same cluster.  

Step 3: Repeat step 2 for all clusters  
 

6. Average-Inertia Weighted Cat Swarm Optimization (AICSO) 

In the pure CSO, a condition on the velocity equation should be put in order to control the 

velocities of the cats for every dimension and check whether the velocities are in the range of 

maximum or not. 

For modifying this part, a parameter as an inertia weight to handle this problem will be 

used. Here the value of inertia weight (w) will be chosen randomly and experimental results 

indicate that it is better to choose w in the range of [0.4, 0.9]. 

So selecting the largest value for w in the first iteration (w = 0.9) and then it will be 

reduced to 0.4 in the next iterations.CSO with inertia weight can converge under certain 

conditions even without using vmax. 

For w>1, velocities increase over time, causing cats to diverge eventually beyond the 

boundaries of the search space.  For w<1, velocities decrease over time, eventually reaching 

0, resulting convergence behavior. So the new position update equation can be written as 

Vk,d= WVk,d +r1c1(Xbest-Xk,d)                          (6)  

Where c1is acceleration coefficient and usually is equal to 2.05 and r1is a random value 

uniformly generated in the range of [0, 1] and w is inertia weight (ICSO). 

Next step, a new form of the position update equation composing two terms will be used. 

In the first term, the average information of current and previous position and in the second, 

the average of current and previous velocity information will be used(AICSO). So new 

position equation is described below: [22] 

.𝑋𝑖+1 =
𝑋𝑖+1+𝑋𝑖

2
+

𝑉𝑖+1+𝑉𝑖

2
                                  (7) 

 

7. Fitness Approximation Method 

Evolutionary algorithms that use fitness approximation aim to find the global minimum of 

a given function by considering only a small number of function evaluations and a large 

number of estimations. Such algorithms commonly employ alternative models of the function 

landscape in order to approximate the actual fitness function. The application of this method 

requires that the objective function fulfills two conditions: a heavy computational overhead 

and a small number of dimensions (up to five) [36]. 

Recently, several fitness estimators have been reported in the literature [37–39] in which 

the number of function evaluations is considerably reduced to hundreds, dozens or even less. 

However, most of these methods produce complex algorithms whose performance is 

conditioned to the quality of the training phase and the learning algorithm in the construction 

of the approximation model. 

In this paper, we explore the use of a local approximation scheme based on the nearest-

neighbor-interpolation (NNI) for reducing the function evaluation number. The model 

estimates fitness values based on previously evaluated neighboring individuals which have 

been stored during the evolution process. At each generation, some individuals of the 

population are evaluated through the accurate (actual) fitness function while other remaining 

individuals are only estimated. The positions to be accurately evaluated are determined either 

by their proximity to the best individual or regarding their uncertain fitness value. 
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7.1. Updating the Individual Database 

In a fitness approximation method, every evaluation or estimation of an individual 

produces one data point (individual position and fitness value) that is potentially considered 

for building the approximation model during the evolution process. In the proposed approach, 

all seen-so-far evaluations are kept in a history array T which is employed to select the 

closest neighbor and to estimate the fitness value of a newer individual. Since all data are 

preserved and potentially available for their use, the model construction is faster because only 

the most relevant data points are actually used by the approach. 

 

7.2. Fitness Calculation Strategy 

This section discusses details about the strategy to decide which individuals are to be 

evaluated or estimated. The proposed fitness calculation scheme estimates most of fitness 

values to reduce the computational overhead at each generation. In the model, those 

individuals lying nearer to the best fitness value holder, currently registered in the array T 

(step 1), are evaluated by using the actual fitness function. Such individuals are relevant as 

they possess a stronger influence on the evolution process than others. On the other hand, 

evaluation is also compulsory for those individuals lying in a region of the search space 

which has been unexplored so far (step 2). The fitness values for such individuals are 

uncertain since there is no close reference (close points contained in T) to calculate their 

estimates. The rest of the individuals, lying in a region of the search space that contains 

enough previously calculated points, must be estimated using the NNI (step 3). This rule 

indicates that the fitness value for such individuals must be estimated by assigning the fitness 

value from the nearest individual stored in T. Therefore, the fitness calculation model follows 

three important rules to evaluate or estimate fitness values: 

Rule 1: Exploitation rule (evaluation): If a new individual (search position) P is located closer 

than a distance d with respect to the nearest individual Lq (q = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m; where m is the 

number of elements contained in T) with a fitness value FLq that corresponds to the best 

fitness value seen-so-far, then the fitness value of P is evaluated using the actual fitness 

function. Figure 3b draws this rule procedure. 

Rule 2: Exploration rule (evaluation): If a new individual P is located further away than a 

distance d with respect to the nearest individual Lq, then its fitness value is evaluated by 

using the actual fitness function. Figure 3c outlines the rule procedure. 

Rule 3:  NNI rule (estimation): If a new individual P is located closer than a distance d with 

respect to the nearest individual Lq, whose fitness value FLq does not correspond to the best 

fitness value, then its fitness value is estimated by assigning the same fitness that Lq (FP = 

FLq ). Figure 3d sketches the rule procedure. 

The d value controls the trade-off between the evaluation and the estimation of search 

locations. Typical values of d range from 2 to 4. Figure 3 illustrates the procedure of fitness 

computation for a new solution (point P). In the problem (Figure 1a), it is considered the 

fitness function f with respect to two parameters (x1, x2), where the individuals database 

array T contains five different elements (L1, L2, L3, L4, L5) and their corresponding fitness 

values (FL1 , FL2 , FL3 , FL4 , FL5 ). Figs. 3(b) and (c) shows the fitness evaluation (f (x1, 

x2)) of the new solution P, following the step 1 and step 2 respectively, whereas Figure 3(d) 

presents the fitness estimation of P using the NNI approach which has been laid by step 3 

[40]. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 3. The Fitness Calculation Strategy 

(a) Fitness function and the history array T content. (b) According to the rule 1, the individual 

(search position) P is evaluated as it is located closer than a distance d with respect to the best 

individual L1. (c) According to the rule 2, the search point P is evaluated because there is no 

reference within its neighborhood. (d) According to rule 3, the fitness value of P is estimated 

by the NNI-estimator, assigning FP = FL2 
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8. Proposed Algorithm 

The processing of block matching is looking for the best position within the search 

window, in which a point of the minimum of MSE needs to be found. In order to reaching a 

better MSE, the more positions within the search window will be matched; however, the more 

computation times will be spent on searching. A better matching algorithm should spend less 

computation time on searching and obtain the better position. In this paper, the aim of the 

application of the HCSO algorithm to ME is to accelerate matching search, obtain higher 

accuracy, faster computation speed and reach a better ME. Strong curiosity to moving objects 

and the outstanding skill of hunting are the two distinctive features of a cat. These two 

behavioral traits of cats are modeled by CSO: seeking mode and tracing mode, which reflects 

the cooperation between “cats”. However, in order to further improve the CSO optimization 

speed and prediction accuracy, HCSO absorbs the advantage of parallel computing to 

improve the tracing mode such that a parallel tracing mode is adopted. HCSO establishes a 

plurality of CSO to search the best parameters in the prediction the next block independently 

and simultaneously by dividing the “cat swarm” into some groups. At the same time, it adds 

information exchanging mode such that the CSOs can exchange information occasionally, 

which reflects the cooperation between groups. The information exchanging process aims to 

share the isolated near best solution between different groups of virtual cats. Hence, HCSO is 

particularly suitable for optimization problems, because it makes full use of computer 

resources and obtains the optimal result quickly. When HCSO is running, the “cats” are 

randomly distributed in the prediction search space. Inevitability, it results in a state such that 

there more “cats” in some areas and less in others. But sometimes in some cases pure CSO 

takes a long time to find an acceptable solution. So it affects on performance and convergence 

of the algorithm. Therefore high speed processor is needed for getting reasonable result.  

In this study, proposed a new algorithm (HCSO) in order to improve the performance and 

achieve better convergence in less iteration. By adding a new parameter to the position 

equation as inertia weight that will be chosen randomly, then by making a new form of the 

velocity equation to improve searching ability in the vicinity of the best cats. By using this 

parameter, a balance between global and local search ability can be made. A large inertia 

weight facilitates a global search while a small inertia weigh facilitates a local search. First a 

large value will be used and it will be reduced gradually to the least value. So the maximum 

inertia weight happens in the first dimension of the each iteration and it will be updated 

decreasingly in every dimension, the velocity update equation for each cat to a new form can 

be changed. Also the proposed fitness calculation strategy, seen from an optimization 

perspective, favors the exploitation and exploration in the search process.  

For the exploration, the method evaluates the fitness function of new search locations 

which have been located far away from previously calculated positions. Additionally, it also 

estimates those which are closer. For the exploitation, the proposed method evaluates the 

actual fitness function of those new individuals which are located nearby the position that 

holds the minimum fitness value seen-so-far, aiming to improve its minimum. After several 

simulations, the value of d = 3 has shown the best balance between the exploration and 

exploitation inside the search space (in the context of a BM application); thus it has been used 

in this paper. 

The enhanced HCSO optimization method declares the incorporation of the fitness 

calculation strategy to the CSO algorithm is presented. Only the fitness calculation scheme 

shows the difference between the conventional HCSO and the enhanced approach. In the 

modified HCSO, only some individuals are actually evaluated (rules 1 and 2) at each 

generation. The fitness values for the rest are estimated using the NNI-approach (rule 3). 
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The estimation is executed using individuals that have been already stored in the array T. 

Figure 4 shows the difference between the conventional CSO and its modified version. It is 

clear that the way in which the fitness value is calculated represents the only difference 

between both methods. In the original CSO, each individual is evaluated according to 

traditional evolutionary algorithms by using the objective function. On the other hand, the 

modified HCSO, the proposed fitness calculation strategy for obtaining the fitness value has 

been employed. Figure 7 shows the components of the fitness calculation strategy: the fitness 

evaluation, the fitness estimation and the updating of the individual database. As a result, the 

HCSO approach can substantially reduce the number of function evaluations yet preserving 

the good search capabilities of CSO. The block matching algorithm based on HCSO for ME 

is summarized as follows: 

 

Step1: A population of N cats is generated with random positions within the searching 

window in the previous frame, the search area called search window which is usually a region 

centered on the current block position; and then random velocities are assigned to each cat, 

initialize the individuals database array T as an empty array. 

Step 2: pick number of cats and set them into tracing mode according to MR, and the others 

set into seeking mode.  

Step 3: The fitness of each cat is then evaluated according to the objective function. In the 

processing of block matching, the MSE as the (matching criterion) will be chosen. In the 

HCSO algorithm for ME, evaluating the fitness of each cat is calculating the block’s MSE. 

Step 4: Evaluate the fitness value of each cat by applying the positions of cats into the fitness 

function, which represents the criteria of our goal, and keep the best cat into T. 

Step 5: Since all individuals of the initial population fulfill rule 2 conditions, they are 

evaluated through the actual fitness function by calculating the actual MSE values. 

Step 6: Pick up a group of cats sequentially and sort the cats in this group according to their 

fitness values. 

Step 7: Update new evaluations in the individual database array T. 

Step 8: Move the cats according to their flags, if catk is in seeking mode, apply the cat to the 

seeking mode process, otherwise apply it to the tracing mode process. 

Step 9: Compute fitness values for each copy in seeking mode by using the fitness calculation 

strategy presented in Section 7. 

Step 10: Each time, choose the inertia weight (w) randomly in range of [0.4, 0.9] in order to 

controlling excessive roaming of cats outside the searching window. 

Step 11: Pick the near best solution from the neighbor group and replace the virtual cat, 

which has the worst fitness value in the group that appear in array T. But the near best 

solution and the virtual cat should not come from the same group. 

Step 12: Repeat step 9 for all groups.  

Step 13: Each time in the parallel tracing mode process, the velocity update step as declare in 

equation (8) instead of equations 3, 5, 6: 

Vk,d= Vk,d(t-1) +r1c1(Xlbest,d(t-1) - Xk,d(t-1)), d=1,2,…….,M                   (8) 

Where Xlbest,d denotes the coordinates of the near best solution in one cluster. 

Step 14: use a new form of the position update equation composing two terms. In the first 

term, the average information of current and previous position and in the second, the average 

of current and previous velocity information will be used. So new position equation is 

described below: 

 

𝑋𝑡 =
𝑋𝑡 + 𝑋𝑡−1

2
+

𝑉𝑡 + 𝑉𝑡−1

2
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Step 15: Termination criteria. If the number of iteration equals to the maximum (Imax), or 

MSE of the block less than a given small number ε, then iteration terminate; Otherwise go 

back to step 3. 

The flowcharts of proposed algorithm, Information Exchange Mode, Parallel tracing mode 

and fitness approximation method are depicted in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7below: 

 

 

Figure 4. The Flowchart of Enhanced HCSO Algorithm 
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Figure 5. Information Exchange Mode 

 

Figure 6. Parallel Tracing Mode 
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Figure 7. Fitness Function Evaluation process 

9. Simulation Results 

The processing of block matching is looking for the best position within the search 

window, in which point of the minimum of MSE needs to be found. In order to reaching a 

better MSE, the more positions within the search window will be matched; however, the more 

computation times will be spent on searching. A better matching algorithm should spend less 

computation time on searching and obtain the better position. In this paper, the aim of the 

application of the HCSO algorithm to ME is to accelerate matching search and reach a better 

ME. To illustrate the performance and feasibility of proposed algorithm, an example of 

video sequence (AVI 25 frame/second 720x576) can be considered (see Figure 8). 

Figure 9 gives the selected motion object which ME was computed based on HCSO by 

Matlab software (Block size: 16x16; Search window size: 30). Also the compare 

computation times per block and MSE per pixel of the block matching algorithm based 

on enhanced HCSO with PSO for the same video sequence have been implemented. The 

results are proposed in Table 1. The table shows that the block matching algorithm 

based on enhanced HCSO is a fast and efficient algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 8. Tested Sequence 
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Figure 9. Motion Object Selscted 

Table 1. Computation Times per Pixels and the MSE per Pixel 

Algorithms PSO Enhanced HCSO 

Computations 13.94 12.12 

MSE 11.92 10.72 

 

The computational complexity of this ME approach depends on the number of fitness 

function evaluations performed. This is directly related to the population size M and the 

maximum number of total iteration Nmax allowed. Theoretically, a maximum of M xNmax cost 

function evaluations will be required for each MB. The value of M is at least equal to 10 and 

Nmax should be large enough to guarantee good estimation accuracy. Nevertheless, because 

this approach exploits the spatial and temporal correlations of the motion vectors, 

continuously refines the motion search process through cat mutation, and allows an early 

termination condition for the MBs, it is estimated that the CSO algorithm will converge to the 

global optimum before Nmax is reached. Moreover, in this paper, Cats possess the following 

characteristics:  

(1) Scalability: The cats can change their action by local and distributed agent interactions. 

This is an important characteristic by which the group is scaled to the desired level, this 

characteristic is clear when each cat exchange its information with the neighbors. 

(2) Fault tolerance: Each cat follows a simple rule. They do not rely on a centralized control 

mechanism, graceful, scalable degradation.  

(3) Adaptation: cats always search for new macro block by roaming around their neighbors. 

Once they find the goal their members follow the accuracy macro block. While cats follow 

accuracy macro block, some of the copies of the same cat always search for another accuracy 

macro block also reduce the number of fitness function calculation  

(4) Speed: In order to make other cats to know the target, they move faster to their target by 

apply the modify trace mode and change the value of inertia weight in order to accelerate the 

optimum macro block while the other cats appear in seek mode in order to find the best cat in 

each group that has the best fitness value with less computation for fitness function. 

(5) Modularity: The cats do not interact directly and act independently to accomplish the task.  

(6) Autonomy: No centralized control and hence no supervisor is needed. They work 

independently and always strive to search the optimum macro block within in the search 

window also some of fitness function has been estimated. 

(7) Parallelism: Cats work independently and the task of searching macro block is carried out 

by each cat in parallelism. It is parallelism due to which they change their best fitness cat, this 

effective scheme to improve the convergent speed of cat swarm optimization in case the 

population size is small and the whole iteration is less. 
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10. Conclusion 

Block-matching algorithm is very popular for video coding and the motion estimation 

method has a critical impact on the efficiency of block-matching algorithm. Thus, in this 

paper, a novel adaptive block-matching algorithm based on enhanced hybrid Cat Swarm 

Optimization (HCSO) is proposed to reduce the number of search locations in the BM 

process without the degradation of the image quality. The proposed algorithm can obtain 

higher accuracy and faster computation speed in block matching .Since the proposed 

algorithm does not consider any fixed search pattern or any other movement assumption, a 

high probability for finding the true minimum (accurate motion vector) is expected regardless 

of the movement complexity contained in the sequence, yet the CSO approach is capable of 

achieving high accuracy in block matching and under the effect of the CSO operators, the 

search locations vary from generation to generation, avoiding to get trapped into a local 

minimum 

By summarizing proposed hybrid algorithms, it is clear that with proper design, the hybrid 

structure can assist the original swarm intelligence algorithm to improve its accuracy. Taking 

consideration to combine more than two ideas of modified cat swarm intelligence algorithms 

may be another way to construct new hybrid algorithms. However, when the number of the 

combined algorithms in increased, it may be better that only parts of the actions are taken 

from different algorithms. Otherwise, the computational complexity would also be increased 

as well and improves the performance on finding the best global solution and achieves the 

better accuracy level of convergence in the less iteration. 

However, in order to further improve the CSO optimization speed and prediction accuracy, 

enhanced HCSO absorbs the advantage of parallel computing to improve the tracing mode 

such that a parallel tracing mode is adopted. Enhanced HCSO establishes a plurality of CSO 

to search the best parameters in the prediction the next block independently and 

simultaneously by dividing the “cat swarm” into some groups. At the same time, it adds 

information exchanging mode such that the CSOs can exchange information occasionally, 

which reflects the cooperation between groups. The information exchanging process aims to 

share the isolated near best solution between different groups of virtual cats. Hence, 

enhanced HCSO is particularly suitable for optimization problems, because it makes full use 

of computer resources and obtains the optimal result quickly. When enhanced HCSO is 

running, the “cats” are randomly distributed in the prediction search space. Inevitability, it 

results in a state such that there more “cats” in some areas and less in others. But sometimes 

in some cases pure CSO takes a long time to find an acceptable solution. So it affects on 

performance and convergence of the algorithm. Therefore high speed processor is needed for 

getting reasonable result. 

In order to limit of velocity range, an adaptive inertia weight to the velocity equation 

which is updated in each dimension will be added. By using this parameter, a balance 

between global and local search ability can be made. A large inertia weight facilitates a global 

search while a small inertia weigh facilitates a local search. First a large value will be used 

and it will be reduced gradually to the least value. So the maximum inertia weight happens in 

the first dimension of the each iteration and it will be updated decreasingly in every 

dimension, the velocity update equation for each cat to a new form can be changed. Also In 

this paper, the proposed algorithm reduces the number of search locations in the BM process. 

The algorithm uses a simple fitness calculation approach which is based on the Nearest 

Neighbor Interpolation (NNI) algorithm in order to estimate the fitness value (MSE 

operation) for several candidate solutions (search locations). As a result, the approach can 

substantially reduce the number of function evaluations yet preserving the good search 
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capabilities of ABC. The proposed method achieves the best balance over other fast BM 

algorithms, in terms of both estimation accuracy and computational cost. The method is able 

to save computational time by identifying which fitness value can be just estimated or must 

be calculated instead. As a result, the approach can substantially reduce the number of 

function evaluations, yet preserving the good search capabilities of enhanced HCSO. 

Since the proposed algorithm does not consider any fixed search pattern or any other 

movement assumption, a high probability for finding the true minimum (accurate motion 

vector) is expected regardless of the movement complexity contained in the sequence. 

Therefore, the chance of being trapped into a local minimum is reduced in comparison to 

other BM algorithms. 

Experimental results demonstrate the high performance of the proposed method in terms of 

computational complexity, finding the global best solution, faster convergence and estimation 

accuracy also the experimental results indicate that proposed algorithm performs better than 

CSO and much better than PSO when the population size is small and the iteration is less. 

This work can be further extended by using dynamic search window adjustment in order to 

reduce the computational complexity and take the advantages of Weight Changes for 

Learning Mechanisms in Two-Term Back-Propagation Network in order to select the suitable 

value of weight to reach the optimum value of (w) parameter and use a new evaluation 

computational method. 
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